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How do we check for understanding 

in a web conference?



Which of the following best describes your experience leading a 

web conference:

a) I've never done it.

b) I've co-moderated a web conference.

c) I've lead a few on my own.

d) I'm a rock star.



Learning Targets

At the end of this session, you will be able to:

1. Describe the three stages for creating engagement

2. Integrate techniques for checking for understanding

3. Identify best practices for engagement and 

checking for understanding

. . . in web conferencing.



Session Overview



Session protocol and etiquette

Remember:

● Stay on topic

● Respect other ideas

● Don’t interrupt

● Wait to be recognized 

when using your mic

● What you type in chat 

will appear in the recording



Any questions?



Don’t let technology 

drive the presentation



Stages for engagement



Stage 1: Before the Web Conference                       

(Developing)



Establish session learning targets

At the end of this session, you will be able to:

1. First learning target

2. Second learning target

3. Third learning target



Session Format: A Three Act Presentation

Act 1: Introduce “why” and “what” 

Act 2: Development of the “how”

Act 3: Resolution of former question 

by addressing “so what” and “now what’’



Guidelines for creating 

“Intermittent Checks for Understanding”

Create intermittent checks for understanding during the planning stage 

(Before the session):

a. Consider the audience

b. Consider a variety of prompts, but don’t go crazy

c. Create “Any Questions?” slides to insert throughout the session.

d. Vary the way you pose questions

e. Design consideration: Simple and clear trumps clever but complex

f. Develop a script or at least bulleted notes.   Remember: In a web 

conference, your voice can convey enthusiasm or lack of preparation.



Prepare participants for interaction



Prepare participants for interaction

Prepare participants for the experience:

a. Establish web conference etiquette

b. Inform participants of what they are allowed to do in advance (e.g., use webcam)

c. Inform participants of the focus/foci of the web conference

d. Minimize glitches by asking participants to perform computer check

e. Engage them before you engage them - Think how to create a roundtable feel 

during the event.

f. Practice using polling tools / features



Conduct a Technical Rehearsal



Any questions?



Stage 2: During the Web 

Conference (Conducting)



Conduct an audio check

Click the smiley face 

icon if you can hear me!



Session protocol and etiquette

Remember:

● Stay on topic

● Respect other ideas

● Don’t interrupt

● Wait to be recognized when 

using your mic

● What you type in chat will 

appear in the recording



Question protocol

Chat?

Audio?

Video?

Moderator?



Remind participants how to interact

Polling tools

Icons

Polls

Chat

Audio



Creating polling with the whiteboard



Any questions?



Allow time for transitions

Remember . . .



Narrate what participants can’t see

Now, I’m going to share 

my desktop with you.



Reference Milestone Topics (Mini-summaries)

To review, we just explored strategies to 

to promote checking for understanding 

before a web conference begins.



Summarize Results of Polls and Q&A

So, the results of this poll indicate . . .

Based on your responses in this Q&A chat, . . .



Revisit learning targets

Describe the three stages for creating engagement

Integrate techniques for checking for understanding

Identify best practices for engagement and 

checking for understanding

Now, I believe I can . . .



Stage 3: After the Web Conference 

(Connecting)



Send out a follow up email



Make notes / slides available



Connect web conference to independent practice



In summary

Minimize participant anxiety with pre-web conference support tools and 

information.

Model use of web conference tools and behaviors

Design and integrate intermittent checks for understanding.

Connect the web conference to what students will do after the experience.



Any questions?



</session>
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